“Shades of Metal Private Collection”
- New Album + Live Concert

CROSS-GENRE CONCEPT: PIANO & VOCAL RENDITIONS TO HEAVY
METAL HITS + BOLD ORIGINALS
“ Moran Magal captivated the audience with her original songs, as
well as with some pretty risky and exquisite covers to Heavy Metal hits.
Moran proved, in her short act, that she is an artist with great potential
and a virtuoso pianist. A pleasant surprise and greatly recommended
to those who do not yet know her.” (Moran Magal - Opening act for
Daniel Cavanagh – ANATHEMA, Berlin) Goetia Media Magazine - Spain
Moran Magal's new album "Shades of Metal" is her private collection
of Heavy Metal cherished hits, forged into beautiful piano and vocal
arrangements. These new signature renditions get a fragile yet
rebellious edge that add a unique personal tone and accessible
femininity to the Heavy Metal of: Metallica, System of a Down, Marilyn
Manson, Dream Theater, Alice Cooper, Orphaned Land and others.
Watch CHOP SUEY!
Collaborated and recorded duets with Moran Magal on this album are
renowned Metal musicians: Warrel Dane - Lead singer of Nevermore,
Sanctuary, Kobi Farhi - lead singer of Orphaned Land on their duet
"From Broken Vessels" currently viral on YouTube getting many likes and
praise from viewers and reviewers. (Moran is now touring with Orphaned
Land as an opening act, and a guest artist on their acoustic shows.)
Yossi Sassi - Guitarist & Solo artist, one of Orphaned Land’s founders.

Watch FROM BROKEN VESSELS ft. Kobi Farhi
Listen to SOLITUDE ft. Warrel Dane
Moran Magal's performance of "Poison" by Alice Cooper was voted
"The Perfect Audition" on the Israeli TV version of the "The Voice"
(season 3) Watch the AUDITION
Moran's live concerts include her signature Metal arrangements plus
bold originals from her latest repertoire (Piano based Folk Rock with
a Metal/ Gothic edge. This cross-genre sound appeals to both “Metal
Heads”, as well as mainstream audiences and is currently being
featured on various international festival stages.
Joining Moran on stage is virtuoso violinist Alexey Kochetkov.
“The violinist Alexey Kochetkov who joined Moran Magal, made the
songs sound like true masterpieces.” - Metalist Magazine
watch REALITY TV
Contact: moranmagal.official@gmail.com
Additional info: www.moranmagal.com

